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Please provide the following information

Award Contact Name Kristi O'Connor

Company CPI Security

Email Address koconnor@cpisecurity.com

Phone Number 980-346-9064

Q2

Which Monitoring Center of the Year category are you
entering?

Enterprise (40,001 subscribers or more)

Q3

Is your organization Five Diamond certified? (15%)
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What is your certification date?:

May 2022
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Q4

TRAINING AND EDUCATION - Please provide detailed information on your new hire and on-going training programs.
Please specifically address content, testing, evaluation/analysis, and methodology. Share the qualifications and training
for your trainers. Define additional training modules and target skill sets. Explain how you determine and address training
and knowledge gaps over time. Describe how training programs are allocated and include any incentive programs that
you have implemented around training. (10%)

New hire training for CPI Security monitoring staff underwent a planned overhaul and improvements in 2020 and had other changes in 

response to COVID. 

New hire training consists of:  
1. Corporate training 

2. TMA operator level 1 course  
3. Introduction to security design course 

4. SOP training per alarm discipline  
5. Shadowing in the monitoring environment  

6. Hands-on training per alarm discipline 
7. Introduction to product support courses 

8. Inbound phone call observation  
9. Hands-on inbound phone calls 

10. Comprehensive final exam  

Our comprehensive 10-step process ensures that all operators gain a foundational understanding of the products and services we offer,
how alarm systems communicate, and the appropriate procedure for verifying an emergency alarm. This extensive classroom teaching 

before and during hands-on training is an effective component that ensures our operators are well-prepared. All CPI trainers receive 
initial and ongoing professional development training to ensure adherence to current industry learning & training standards set forth 

through organizations such as ATD, DDI, and the Dale Carnegie Institute. 

On-the-job training is completed by CPI Security Central Station Supervisors. Our training program emphasizes enhancements and 
state of the art practices in alarm monitoring including real-time response, ASAP to PSAP, and emergency alarms enhanced with video

verification. Our monitoring center leaders are all TMA operator 1 certified and share over 100 years of security industry experience.  

The methodology of CPI’s training involves a building block approach. Each alarm discipline is taught to an operator, beginning with 
burglary alarms. CPI then adds alarms with increasing priority until all alarm disciplines have been mastered. Before observing any 

work, the trainee reviews the procedures for the specific alarm discipline with their supervisor or the monitoring manager. A member of 
management confirms understanding of the terminology and actions required in the standard operating procedure before the trainee 

observes alarms in a production environment. After classroom training on procedures, the new hire partners with a mentor operator in 
the monitoring center. First, the trainee listens and enters information into the system while the mentor operator fields incoming alarms 

and speaks with customers. After sufficient observance, the trainee takes over while the veteran operator observes and ensures 
proper protocol is followed. Next, the trainee takes alarms independently while a supervisor verifies the accuracy of their work and 

confirms mastery of the alarm discipline being trained. Once a discipline is mastered, this process repeats with a new alarm discipline, 
until the trainee has learned how to handle all types of priority alarms received in the monitoring center.  

As a supplement to TMA certification, a randomized selection of questions from the comprehensive final exam are given to operators 

every six months to track knowledge gaps in the organization and plan recursive training at an operator level. In addition, each verified 
alarm that the monitoring center is notified about is reviewed intraday – including, two-way voice call, dispatch call/ASAP PSAP, 

responsible party notification, actions taking in alarm automation, and preservation of any video evidence. A failure by any monitoring 
employee that handled the interaction is immediately addressed with review of the account, and recursive training if necessary.
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Q5

DISASTER RECOVERY - Please explain your center’s disaster recovery solution. Provide details relevant to its scope,
how you train to the plan and how/when you test the plan. (Note: It is acceptable to submit a copy of the outline page of
your plan.) (10%)

Disaster recovery and continuity plans for CPI include redundant communication (telco and internet connectivity) pathways, 

MAStermind sever redundancies, and redundant power supplies. CPI maintains five redundant MAStermind instances on virtual 
servers. A sixth instance is maintained on a premise in Raleigh, North Carolina, a geographically diverse location, with its own set of 

redundant power supplies, communication pathways, and a wide area connection to the headquarters. UL requires two back-up power 
generators for an alarm company with CPI’s MEW factor. CPI has three back-up power generators. CPI also has two battery backup 

units, where one is required.  

In the instance of natural disaster or other events that prevent access to the monitoring center, operators can access their 
workstations remotely via VPN. If the headquarters is compromised by natural disaster, operators can access redundant monitoring 

instances by connecting to the wide area network at our secondary location via VPN as well. In the instance where operators do not 
have access to their equipment, CPI is well-prepared with laptops configured to access the monitoring environment and hotspots that 

are on standby to deploy for continuous monitoring. 

In addition to the above, CPI Security also has an established Emergency Response Action Plan (ERAP) in the event of both internal 
and external threats of violence, medical emergencies, hostage situations, and severe weather events. ERAP is designed to work in 

conjunction with the CPI Fire Alarm Evacuation Plan. CPI reviews ERAP bi-annually and conducts emergency response drills 
regularly.
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Q6

USE OF TECHNOLOGY - Explain how technology is used to support business intelligence for monitoring operations;
customer support; training; sales and marketing; HR; accounting; and, end users/subscribers. (10%)

Central Station:   

In CPI’s 31 years in business, it has become known for Central Station’s one-of-kind Real Time Response. In 99% of alarms CPI 
receives, Central Station operators use audio and/or video verification to confirm the emergency and alert first responders in real-time. 

Not only is Real Time Response a powerful tool in verifying alarms, but the two-way voice capabilities of CPI’s systems allow for 
Central Station operators to speak directly to intruders, often deterring them from the home or business. During medical or fire alarms, 

CPI’s Central Station operators use Real Time Response to get customers to safety and calm them until help arrives. 

Starting in 2021 and continuing in 2022, CPI Security made a multi-million-dollar investment in customer panel and radio technology to 
upgrade alarm systems to LTE alarm communications, as 3G networks retired in 2022. This investment involved upgrading alarm 

systems for tens of thousands of CPI Security customers over nearly two years. Almost every CPI department was involved with the 
3G overhaul to ensure customers didn’t experience any service disruption. With these updates, CPI retired older IP receiver 

technology no longer needed to support legacy technologies.    

CPI invested in and upgraded Honeywell IP receiver technology, as well. NAPCO released its virtual receiver, which CPI is testing to 
address the projected sunset of telco communications and beginning efforts to convert or upgrade remaining telco solutions to IP or 

cellular in the coming year.    

CPI’s Central Station uses panel-tampering technology to support CPI’s Customer for Life (CFL) department, which addresses attrition. 
Central Station will notify the CFL team when panel tampers occur without a necessary alarm response or when customers tell Central 

Station that a new service provider is in the home. The CFL team has successfully reduced attrition rates when reaching out to 
customers after a panel tamper notification, ensuring they understand their options, rights, and obligations as a customer.    

Finally, CPI continues to see expanded customer use of alarm in-app “Cancel” and “Verify” buttons released in 2020 to reduce false 

alarms and escalate response as needed. Since the cancel/verify release, CPI has reduced false alarms dispatches by 23%. 

These technologies, combined with CPI’s continued use and focus on two-way voice intrusion systems, provide our customers with 
safety, peace of mind, and calmness in what can often be a confusing and panicking situation.  

Product and App Releases:  

Product technology enhancements are a part of all aspects of customer operations for CPI Security. CPI works with external partners 
and leverages our internal Research & Development team to continuously develop and adopt new technologies to deliver the latest 

video and intrusion technologies to our customers.   

CPI recently released a new feature called ‘Perimeter Alert’ to our residential and commercial customers. Perimeter Alert extends the 
perimeter of the home or business by using video AI to detect people, then creates local light and sound notifications from the camera 

to stop potentially bad behavior before it starts.   

CPI also released a new line of commercial cameras that feature AI-driven detection, Perimeter Alert, and Business Activity Analytics. 
With Business Activity Analytics, business owners can set up app notifications, alerts, and reports to inform them when queues get 

too long, crowds gather in waiting areas, or to track heat mapping of customer activity to optimize marketing campaigns and product 
placement.  

Evolving intrusion panel features and new sensor offerings continue to expand to meet customer needs. For example, CPI offers Flood 

Sensor and Water Shut-off Valve technologies to mitigate the risk of severe damage from water leaks and flooding caused by old age, 
appliance failure, and weather.    
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End-user experience enhancements are ongoing in 2022 with many app feature enhancements. For example, customers can now add 

privacy zones to their camera's live view and recordings. Pause video notifications is a new feature that allows customers to 
temporarily stop app notifications when increased activity is expected. Finally, a new smart arming feature enables customers to 

automate arming and disarming their system, increasing their use of the system and their protection.   

Sales Force Rollout:  
In 2022, CPI’s IT team helped drive a significant investment in Salesforce.com CRM technologies to improve customer service and 

field operations. This investment directly improves customer service experiences by allowing agents the ability to see all customer 
activity from lead to sale, installation, service, service calls, marketing communications, and monitoring events from one application.  

This 360-view of our customers allows for more curated experiences which now include email and SMS text communications.   

Additionally, CPI is testing a new customer portal that will expand and enhance customer support. The portal will include a knowledge 
base and video library to address common questions and issues often asked by customers. Customers will also be able to schedule 

services or rebook appointments without ever speaking directly to an agent.   

 In 2022, CPI’s Customer Support team launched a Virtual Tech experience to better assist customers with troubleshooting issues that 
can often be solved over the phone. Customers can now schedule virtual tech appointments to resolve issues, instead of scheduling a 

technician to physically come to their home to fix the problem. This is a huge benefit to customers, so they don’t have to take off work 
to be there for service calls. Leveraging the latest in remote service technology, CPI agents will share a link with the customer to 

enable remote viewing from the customer’s phone. So, Virtual Technicians can see specific environmental issues or trouble conditions 
directly at the alarm panel, video camera, or other device that’s not working properly. Virtual Tech expedites resolutions, and results in 

positive outcomes about 70% of the time. This creates positive experiences for customers, saves time for all, and saves many truck 
rolls for CPI’s Operations team.   

HR:   

CPI's Human Resources department enhanced employee technologies for recruitment and onboarding purposes. The advancements 
allow for a more interactive end-user experience. For example, alarm applications can now be completed digitally instead of manually. 

In addition, Human Resources electronically sends all policies and job aids, including access to the new employee 'Welcome Portal,' 
allowing new hires to get involved in company culture before their first day on the job. 

Through utilization of HR technology products, all team members can view benefits, perks, discounts, and community engagement 

initiatives that enhance their overall experience at CPI. CPI’s HR technology suite helps our leaders in being more efficient in their 
employee engagement efforts while providing additional data insights that support business needs.   

CPI’s Learning Management System (CPI-U) takes advantage of our in-house training and instructional design team who curate 

training and focus areas for employee development in unique and engaging ways.   

Accounting:   
CPI’s Accounting Team has expanded use of credit check and payment technologies that have been integrated into Salesforce.com.  

These technologies make our customer purchase experience flow more professionally and frictionless, yielding higher customer 
satisfaction and NPS from their sales experience.  

Marketing:  

CPI implemented a customer engagement platform, Salesforce Marketing Cloud, in 2021. This platform integrates automated and ad 
hoc customer communications with relevant customer insights, demographics, and product utilization to deliver more relevant value-

added content to improve the CPI experience. Examples include our automated onboarding journeys which welcomes customers and 
providing valuable tips and tricks on how to best utilize their security devices with how-to blogs and video tutorials delivered directly to 

their email. 

Additionally, marketing leverages system-level customer data and provides email, SMS, and in-app notifications (via Marketing Cloud 
and Alarm.com) to inform customers of arming and feature utilization and to ensure each customer's experience is optimal.  
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Finally, marketing uses multiple systems in various voice of customer (VOC) programs, including Podium, Trustpilot, Typeform and 

multiple social platforms to solicit and respond to customer feedback to improve customer satisfaction.

Q7

FALSE DISPATCH PROCEDURES/REDUCING FALSE ALARMS - Explain standard alarm procedures and how your
monitoring center uses technology to reduce false dispatches.  Outline your approach for identifying offenders and
corresponding remediation. If applicable, identify any training programs that you have developed for key stakeholders,
inclusive of employees, end users, or others. (10%)

Since 2020, CPI Security has reduced false alarms by 23%. We’ve accomplished this by improving and introducing two processes in 

our alarm response.  

First, CPI’s standard alarm response procedure requires two-factor verification for intrusion alarms. About 99% of CPI accounts 
include Real-Time Response, CPI’s innovative two-way voice technology. An operator must have two unsuccessful contact attempts 

before dispatching on an intrusion alarm. After dispatch, any untried emergency contacts are attempted.  

Secondly, CPI adopted cancel/verify through alarm.com in 2020. Subscribers receive an alarm notification on their cell phone during 
activation and have the option to cancel, indicating that they do not need assistance, or verify that they do need assistance within two 

minutes of the activation.    

With the adoption of cancel/verify in 2020, CPI changed their procedures for dispatch when a valid electronic user code is received 
from a monitored location within the first two minutes of an alarm event. These two improvements reduced CPI’s false dispatches by 

about 23%. Re-training on acceptance of user codes was conducted in Q4 of 2022 to make sure the monitoring center was compliant 
with the updated procedures.   

CPI is also heavily involved in the alarm user registration process in many jurisdictions in our customer footprint, ensuring that 

authorities have the required information about monitored locations and their occupants prior to dispatch. CPI’s no false alarm 
guarantee program provides professional maintenance and user education to prevent repeat false alarms.
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Q8

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES - Detail how you help employees engage in community activities and causes. (10%)

CPI Security is committed to caring for, protecting, and investing in our local communities across our footprint and ensuring our team 

members can be involved in our volunteerism. CPI gives back to a variety of local nonprofits each year, but focuses on organizations 
that support underserved communities, first responders, and community safety initiatives.  

Each quarter, CPI Security provides in-house volunteer opportunities for employees by bringing local nonprofits to its headquarters 

during lunch hours to ensure our staff can volunteer on-site during a time that works for their shift schedules. Employees can give 
back at their convenience, whether a quick 20-minute shift or a full hour during their lunch break. For example, in February, CPI team 

members assembled bundles for Baby Bundles, a local nonprofit that provides baby essentials to families in financial need. During 
National Volunteer Month in April, CPI team members constructed magic kits for Victory Junction, an organization that enriches the 

lives of children with serious and life-threatening illnesses. In August, CPI teammates packed Claire packages for Claire's Army, a 
nonprofit focused on families fighting childhood cancer by supporting them in their daily responsibilities.  

All employees participate in three company-wide giving initiatives each year: Our Back-to School Supply Drives, our Food Drives, and 

our Holiday Toy Drives that we execute in tandem with our law enforcement agencies in each market. In 2022, CPI employees donated 
more than 5,100 school supplies to local students across the Southeast, thousands of pounds of food, and hundreds of toys to more 

than 1,200 children.   

CPI also leverages relationships with our sports partners to be able to engage employees and give back. In 2022, CPI employees and 
students from NC State University packed Magic Kits for Victory Junction together and contributed to building a home with Habitat for 

Humanity. In Columbia, local employees and staff members from the Columbia Fireflies refurbished a little league field for community 
usage. And in Charlotte, employees and staff from the Charlotte Knights hosted a two-day youth baseball camp for local underserved 

youth participating in the Police Activities League and Carolina Metro Reds.   

CPI’s Community Engagement Committee, which consists of members from all departments across our organization, volunteered at 
our local Ronald McDonald House to serve hot meals to families staying at the house.  They also packed goodie bags with more than 

200 books that were given away to second-grade students right down the street for Read Across America Week. Another initiative 
introduced by our Community Engagement Committee resulted in providing 84 boxed lunches for teachers at a local Charlotte school 

during Teacher Appreciation Week.   

In addition to making more than 90 donations worth 1.15 million dollars in charitable contributions in 2022, CPI offers a charitable 
contribution match of up to $250 and offers Volunteer Time Off (VTO), so that employees can practice civic and community 

engagement in activities that are meaningful to them.
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Q9

METRICS - Identify KPIs and frequency of reporting. Explain how these reports are used to manage day-to-day
operations. (10%)

In 2022, CPI Security implemented the use of Workforce Management. One of the strongest benefits of having a Workforce 

Management is understanding task volume.  For Central Station, this includes active alarms, inbound Calls, outbound calls, and inter-
departmental calls. By reviewing year-over-year volume as well as a look at the most recent week’s tasks, Workforce creates an 

accurate understanding of monthly, weekly, daily, hourly, and even by 15-minute interval volume. Central Station managed to complete 
the year with a response time of 33 seconds. With an understanding of what tasks can be expected, Workforce then takes additional 

metrics like time to answer, talk time, alarm handle time, and other information to have a strong understanding of how many operators 
are needed to fully cover shifts and breaks daily.  This allows the department to know they can handle the volume without being under 

or overstaffed, providing the best customer experience while saving the company money. With all the information above, Workforce 
utilizes the program Monet to create the best spread of schedules across the week and days, maximizing the use of the department’s 

resources giving each individual time for breaks and mental resets. The monitored activities involve time on the phone, on alarms, 
away from desk, breaks, coaching, after call activities, etc.  

To maintain peak performance and accountability, shift supervisors must report on their performance at the end of the shift to the 

central station manager, including explanations for any failures and plans for peak performance the next day. Supervisors monitor 
weather forecasts in our monitoring footprint and other events that may affect monitoring center performance.  This daily checklist 

helps keep the operators, supervisors, and managers aligned with the desired key behaviors intended to serve and protect our 
customers.      

CPI Security has two-way voice response technology in 99% of its new and existing installations. Real Time Response allows CPI to 

be in the customers home or premise, challenging the homeowner or perpetrator on average within 33 seconds of an alarm activation. 
This is a significantly different experience for customers with other alarm solutions which often rely on a phone ringing in the corner of 

the house. With CPI, Central Station operators communicate through a built-in speaker and microphone which can reach the customer 
or intruder no matter where they are inside the home. To provide our customers with even more comfort and peace of mind, our Central 

Station operators stay on the line until help arrives. This process is even further improved when CPI has access to video verification 
because we can relay important information to responding authorities in real-time. Combined with CPI’s smart home technology, CPI 

can open garage doors or unlock doors so responding agencies can get inside. This capability is especially helpful during medical 
emergencies when the homeowner may not have the ability to do this themselves.

Q10

EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION - Explain your center’s approach for recognizing employee excellence in areas of
productivity, Q/A scores, attendance, etc. Provide information on any employee referral programs and retention bonus
programs. (5%)

CPI recognizes excellent employee performance with a top operator program that awards the top operator on each shift at the end of 
the month with a $50 gift card. CPI also offers a monthly bonus program for operators that reach individual KPI targets per hour and 

quality and attendance targets. CPI also offers a quarterly perfect attendance bonus, apprehension bonuses for handling alarms that 
result in an arrest, stopping a crime in progress, or saving a customer’s life or property.  

Additionally, CPI hosts an annual recognition of the top operators in the President’s Leadership Club. The President’s Leadership Club 

recognition usually comes with an all-expenses paid company trip. In 2022, dozens of CPI employees were treated to an all-inclusive 
trip to Aruba.  

Operators receive gift cards on their birthdays and anniversary dates, and after 10 years of continuous service, employees receive a 

Rolex at a ceremony recognizing long-term loyal employees.
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Q11

QUALITY OF RECORDS (Alarm history, recordings, etc.) - Detail your center’s records retention process, including its
approach for alarm history and phone calls. Explain how you use history to evaluate current challenges, productivity, and
effectiveness. Lastly, how is history used to understand current business, customers, and employees? (5%)

CPI maintains alarm history for every event received since 2000. One way CPI acquires new customers is through repeat site 

business. This means when existing customers move from a monitored location, we work with the moving homeowner to earn the 
business of the new homeowner. Preserving site records allows CPI to know what equipment may be at the monitored location when 

designing a security system for the new subscriber. This allows the reuse of CS#’s, reducing the maintenance effort required to keep 
up with CS# ranges.     

Maintaining all the alarm history also aids in risk management, and we have access to all site security activity in the event of legal 

challenges. Phone calls are currently preserved for at least seven years to hedge any legal risks.     

At a high level, historical records are used for forecasting and understanding the product usage patterns of our customers. This 
information is used to understand our staff's overall health and knowledge. We can also see pain points at a subscriber level and 

address those issues as we encounter the customers.

Q12

RELATIONS WITH AHJs - Explain how your monitoring center works with public safety to increase effectiveness,
reduce false alarms, and increase awareness of industry trends, technology, and contributions. (5%)

CPI Security is engaged with AHJ’s in the areas we provide service. Highlights in the last year include partnering with local authorities 

in Greenville, SC, to offer alternatives to their false alarm ordinances that reduce false alarms, while maintaining public safety and 
access to alarm monitoring in their community.   

To reduce authority dispatch time, CPI actively engages in the ASAP-PSAP program. Currently, CPI partners with 15 agencies 

throughout our geographical footprint, with an additional five in the process of onboarding.  Customers who live within jurisdictions that 
have the ASAP-PSAP program do not have to wait for a Central Station operator to call a local agency to notify them of an emergency.

Instead, the information is immediately sent electronically to the agency in real-time. CPI looks forward to partnering with more 
agencies that implement ASAP-PSAP programming to further increase response times to emergencies. Jurisdictions utilizing ASAP-

PSAP programs represent about 11% of our customer base. 

In addition, CPI Security is proud to have former Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Department (CMPD) Chief Kerr Putney as a member of 
the CPI leadership team. CMPD represents the largest jurisdiction that CPI Security serves. Having a decorated and respected nearly 

30-year law enforcement career, CPI Security leans heavily on Chief Putney’s experience and government relationships to further 
strengthen CPI’s relationship with local law enforcement agencies.
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Q13

BUSINESS STRATEGY/CUSTOMER RELATIONS - How do you approach and manage communications with your
customers? Share how your center solicits voice of customer?  How do you keep them apprised of business
developments, advancements, and new products or services? (5%)

CPI Security’s Marketing department communicates with customers on a daily, monthly, and quarterly basis through multiple channels.

Types of marketing communications can be broken down into five categories: new products and product features, monthly newsletters, 
community newsletters, tips and tricks, and customer alerts.   

If CPI Security is rolling out a new product or a new product feature, CPI typically creates a video and blog post showing customers 

how to use the new product and how that product would make their life more convenient or more secure. The video and blog post are 
shared to customers in a new feature/product release email and social media post. The cadence of these types of communications are 

dependent on when new technology debuts.   

CPI Security sends a monthly newsletter to its customers via email. Dubbed the “CPI Security Monthly Dispatch”, the newsletter 
shares customer success stories, articles with tips to live life more securely, and how-to videos that show how customers can put their

CPI Security System to better use.   

CPI Security emails a quarterly newsletter highlighting different community initiatives the company is supporting. This email is 
intended to share how CPI Security is giving back to the communities it serves, thanks, in part, to its customers for their recurring 

business and trust within the company.   

CPI Security regularly produces tips and tricks videos to show its customers how to use different features of their CPI Security 
System. The tips and tricks video are typically 30 seconds to a minute long and are intended to entertain and inform customers of the 

many capabilities of their system. These videos are shared on social media, email, and by CPI’s customer support team to help 
educate customers on how to set up rules and different functions of their smart home security system.   

Finally, if there is ever an important or urgent notice the customer base needs to know about, CPI Security utilizes emails, social 

media, phone calls, door knocks, text messages, and even local media outlets to spread the word to its customer base. The most 
recent example of when CPI utilized all of these communication channels was to encourage affected customers to get their system 

upgraded before the 3G shutdown.   

CPI’s customer support team sends surveys to customers after every call into our support center. The surveys give customers the 
opportunity to rate their experience and provide feedback regarding their interaction with the CPI representative. CPI uses the survey 

results for further training, recognition, and process improvement.   

After installation and service visits, CPI’s operations team sends surveys to customers through the company’s new field service 
platform. The surveys give customers the opportunity to provide feedback, so CPI can improve customer service, efficiency, and 

overall customer experience with each interaction. In addition, after a service call, technicians will leave behind a business card 
containing a QR code that directs the customer directly to Google My Business where they can leave a review.
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Q14

ENGAGEMENT WITH INDUSTRY GROUPS - Identify relevant industry association memberships that you center
maintains.  How does your company participate in or contribute to these associations? (5%)

There are multiple CPI Security team members that sit on alarm committees, state association boards, city police foundations, 

national government relations committees, and national fire and life safety committees. CPI is heavily invested and active in various 
boards to stay in touch with industry trends, new technologies, and changes that affect the industry. We work with local police 

agencies to develop programs and initiatives that can improve public safety. In September, CPI Security hosted The Monitoring 
Association for its annual #OpsTech22 event. We enjoyed sharing our headquarters and learning from other industry experts about 

better ways to serve our customers.  

Some of the boards our CPI members sit on include:  
- The Monitoring Association 

- Charlotte Mecklenburg Police Foundation 
- Raleigh Police Foundation 

- Greensboro Police Foundation 
- Greenville, SC Police Foundation 

- NC Security and Low Voltage Association 
- SC Security and Technology Association 

- Electronic Security Association Government Relations Committee 
- Electronic Security Association Standards and Life Safety Committee

Q15

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Respondent skipped this question

Q16

Optional: You may upload a PDF or image to accompany your application. (File size limit is 16MB)

CPI%20Security_TMA%20Excellence%20Awards%20Application_23_FA.pdf (11.9MB)


